Abstract -Substitution table or S-Box is the major core of AES algorithm and it is used to provide confusion capability for AES. The aim of this paper is to design dynamic S-Box which depends on rounds keys for encryption in AES-128. The parameters of the dynamic S-Box have features equivalent to those in the normal algorithm AES. Static SBox allows attackers to study S-Box and discover weak issues while by using dynamic S-Box approach, it makes difficult and more complex for attacker to do any offline study of an attack of one particular set of S-boxes. Both algorithms are implemented with MATLAB and also, input and output for data collection is hexadecimal format. the proposed AES is compared with normal AES in term of security analysis by avalanche effect test, and it is compared simulation times between two algorithms.
Introduction
In 1997 NIST called for papers for a replacement of DES. The NIST specifications required a block size of 128 bits and three different key sizes 128, 192 and 256 bits and AES must be an open algorithm, available to the public worldwide. The announcement was made internationally to solicit resources from all over the world. The criteria defined by the NIST for selecting AES fall into three areas: 1-Security: The main emphasis was security. This criterion is focused on the resistance to cryptanalysis attacks other than Brute-force attacks.
2-Cost: Covers the computational efficiency and storage requirement for different implementations such as hardware, software or smart cards.
3-Implementation: The algorithm must have flexibility and simplicity that is implementation must be possible on any platforms. [7] Present AES algorithm is practically resistant against the known algebraic attacks. The linear cryptanalysis and differential attacks need huge amount plain text and cipher text to break for encryption/decryption key But theoretical approaches indicate that with limited amount of known plain text and cipher text it may possible to break the AES key by XSL attack, as though practically not shown. Also block cipher systems depend on the SBoxes, which are fixed and no relation with a cipher key. So only changeable parameter is cipher key. Since the only nonlinear component of AES is S-Boxes, they are an important source of cryptographic strength. The goal of this study is to evaluate the effect of dynamic S-box on security of AES by using avalanche effect test. In order to, it is introduced one algorithm that generate dynamic Sbox by using cipher key and implementation of dynamic AES by using MATLAB and after that it is done Security analysis on dynamic AES -128 that is included both Avalanche effect and Simulation time. [8] II.
Related work Jingmei Liu (2005) has shown that AES S-box can be represented by an algebraic expression with 9 terms and may lead to algebraic attacks. To overcome this deficiency they suggested an improved AES S-box generation by performing the multiplicative inverse operation first and then the affine transformation [1] . Jens Riidinger (2009) showed that the algorithm specific statistical complexity is significantly larger in key dependent S-boxes than the static S-box algorithms [2] . J. Peterson [2006] generated S-box using a matrix with elements of polynomial and constant and has shown that the iteration period is 256 for this S-box and is 88 for the present AES box then in turn the algorithm has the stronger ability of anti-differential attack [3] . An improved construction method for a non linear resilient Sbox is demonstrated by Kishan Chand Gupta, Palash Sarkar (2005) [9] . In 2009, KAZLAUSKAS presented a new approach to generate the AES randomly keydependent S-boxes. The quality of this approach is tested by changing only one bit of the secret key to generate new S-boxes. The randomly key-dependent S-boxes made his approach resistant to linear and differential cryptanalysis [7] . In 2012, Razi Hosseinkhani introduced a new algorithm to generate dynamic S-Box from cipher key.
The worth of this algorithm tested by changing only two bits of cipher key to generate new S-Boxes. It was testing difference of S-Box element by many intervals. The main advantage of this algorithm is that many S-Boxes can be generated by changing Cipher key. in this study , the algorithm of a new method to generate a dynamic S-box is shown and after that it will be done security analysis on new algorithm and comparison with AES algorithm that used static s-box based avalanche effect and simulation time .
III.
Structure of AES
The AES algorithm works on 128 bits of data and produces 128 bits of output. The length of the key applied to encrypt this input data can be 128, 192 or 256 bits. As this is a symmetric key cipher it uses the same key for both Encryption and Decryption. 
IV. Suggestion for Generating New S-Box Depending of Rounds Keys
Considering the substitution matrix used in AES core as a foundation, it is essential to recognize other same matrices with the same or better attribute. The major SBox used in the cryptographic process is regarded as a base. Based on the S-Box suggested in AES (S-Box AES) and depending on key used to encrypt the new plaintext substitution matrices are computed (dynamic S-Box ) by the following procedure in each round: 
VI. Avalanche Effect Measurements
The avalanche effect mentions to a advantageous property of cryptographic algorithms, such as block ciphers and cryptographic hash functions. The avalanche effect is apparent if, when an input is changed a little (for instance, flipping one bit) the output changes drastically (e.g., 50% of output bits flip). In the case of quality block ciphers, such a little change in either the key or the plaintext must cause an extreme change in the cipher text.
Avalanche effect = If a block cipher does not demonstrate the avalanche effect to a major degree, so it has poor randomization, and thus a cryptanalyst can make predictions about the input, being given only the output. This may be sufficient to partially or completely break the algorithm. It is thus not a desirable condition from the point of view of the designer of the cryptographic algorithm or device [8] .
A. Variations on plain text
It is a primary design objective to apply avalanche effect on the implemented algorithm. At first time, it is assumed that plaintext is 'B9B5ED7585C8B15D7454ED271AA3A3A3' and master key is '00112233445566778899AABBCCDDEEFF' then it is done encryption function on AES algorithm and proposed AES algorithm. After generation of ciphers texts, it was changed first bit of plaintext and it is generated new cipher text by both algorithms. The next time, first bit is reversed and second bit of plain text is changed. These processes are done in 18 times on both algorithms and also it is calculated avalanche effect in each time based on first cipher text generated. The inputs and output and changes are shown in the following tables: B. Discuss about avalanche effect Based on the variations on plain text and master key, all these changes can be indicated in two graphs that one of them is about variations on plain text and another one is related to variations on master key.
Considering that the first chart is about percent changes of cipher text due to one bit change in plain text on two algorithms. it is shown that normal AES algorithm has high percentage than proposed AES algorithm in 3 times (3, 24, 104 bit) and it has equal percentage with proposed algorithm in 2 times but the most times, bits variation of proposed AES algorithm is high that normal AES so that maximum of bits variation in AES algorithm is 51.56 while maximum of bits variation in proposed AES algorithm is 60.15.
On the other hand, second chart is indicated percent changes of cipher text due to one bit change in master key. It is indicated that the proposed AES algorithm has high percent change than normal AES although it has lower percentage in 4 times and also they have equal percentage in 2 times. In normal AES, interval changes is between 42.96 and 53.59 while, interval changes of proposed AES algorithm is between 46.87 and 58.59 . As the charts show, the proposed AES algorithm has dramatic rise in some points in compare with normal AES and this suggests that one bit change in plain text and master key has more effect on generation of cipher text in proposed AES algorithm than normal AES. Also trend of variations in both experiments are approximately equal so as in first chart minimum number is 42.18 that is related variation of AES algorithm and maximum number is 60.15 that is related variation of proposed AES algorithm while variation interval of second chart is 42.96 to 58.59.Thus, based on these experiments, proposed AES algorithm exhibits a very strong avalanche effect than normal AES algorithm so cipher key of proposed algorithm is more complex and It means that it is difficult to cryptanalysis to make predictions about the input, being given only the output.
VII.
Simulation time analysis:
Consider to Avalanche Effect Measurements part, all of the random experiments are executed on 20 times via one system that it has CORI5 CPU and 4GB RAM and also they are generated by two algorithm that are implemented via MATLAB 2011.
In this chart, it is comprised average of encryption time and average of decryption time and average of overall time between normal AES and proposed AES. As is clear, encryption times average of both algorithms is roughly equal the decryption average, while encryption time of proposed AES algorithm is a little more than encryption time of normal AES. Therefore, simulation time of normal AES is more than simulation time of proposed AES then normal AES is faster than other because generation of S-box in each round takes time.
VIII.
Conclusion it is introduced a new algorithm to generate dynamic S-Box from rounds keys. The quality of this algorithm tested with one script that included avalanche effect and simulation time. For that purpose it is tested difference of S-Box element by many intervals. This algorithm leads to generate more secure block ciphers, solve the problem of the fixed structure S-Boxes and will increase the security level of the AES block cipher system. It is clear that standard AES is faster than dynamic AES. The difference in simulated time is corresponding to Sbox dynamic change nevertheless the main advantage of this algorithm is that many S-Boxes can be generated by changing Cipher key this lead to improve the AES security.
